
WOLF IN SLEEP’S CLOTHING RULEBOOK  
SETTING UP THE GAME 

1. Deal out all the cards evenly between players face down. 

2. The player to the left of the dealer goes first. 

THE FIRST TURN 

1. All players put their deck in front of themselves. 

2. If you are first, flip over the top card on your deck so everyone can see it. 

3. If the card is a 1, place it in the center of the table otherwise place it face up in front of your deck. This will end your turn. 

FOLLOWING TURNS 

If you have a card in your face up pile that can be played you must play it first, otherwise draw the top card off of your deck so 

everyone can see it. When you can no longer play, your turn ends. 

SHEEP CARDS 

1. If your sheep card comes after one of the sheep cards in the center of the table, it must be played there first. 

2. If you cannot play in the center but another player has a card directly above or below your number on their face up pile, 

you can play on it. 

WOLF CARDS 

1. If you draw a wolf card it must be placed on a discard pile and cannot be used again this game. Your turn then ends. 

2. If the wolf card simply says “Wolf!” place 1 card from your face down deck on another player’s face down deck. 

3. If the wolf card says +2 place the top 2 cards from your deck face down on another player’s face down deck. 

4. If the wolf card says reverse, the game order switches directions and the player before you will now play directly after you. 

If you draw a card that cannot be played, place it face up on the pile in front of your deck to end your turn. 

SLEEPY SHEEPY! 

If a player makes a mistake during the game, another player can yell “Sleepy Sheepy!” and place two of their cards on top of the 

deck of the person who made a mistake. 

Mistakes include: 

• Drawing from the face down pile when you could have played the card that is face up. 

• Placing on another player’s hand when you could have placed a card in the center. 

• Ending your turn when you could have played. 

WINNING THE GAME 

The first player to play all their cards wins the game! 

For the latest updates and questions visit 

turndapage.com/product/wolf-in-sleeps-clothing-card-game 


